Directions to Camp Dream at Warm Springs

6135 Roosevelt Highway, Warm Springs, GA 31830

From Winder:
- I-85 South through Atlanta
- Follow directions from Atlanta

From Rutledge:
- I-20 West to I-285 South to I-85 South
- Follow directions from Atlanta

From Atlanta:
- I-85 South
- Take a left at the end of the exit ramp (Approximately 31 miles to Warm Springs after exiting ramp)
- Continue to follow US-27 Alt S/ GA- 41S
- In Greenville go around the circle and continue on US-27 Alt S/GA-41S (it’s 10 more miles from this point)
- Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute for Health and Rehabilitation will be on the right

Within Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute:
- Bear right at fork.
- Pass by Chapel and Georgia Hall.
- Follow road as it curves left towards the tennis courts and Center for Therapeutic Recreation.
- Camp Dream will be straight ahead